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To paraphrase a familiar term, the state of the Church Loan Fund is good. In spite of continued 
global pandemic issues, the financial condition of the Fund is better than ever. For that, we give 
God the glory and praise. 
 
All the things that we talked about last November remain true today – but multiplied. The 
pandemic that we expected to be over in a few months at most has now continued for more 
than 20 months – and a good portion of the world remains closed or locked down, continuing 
to fight the lingering effects of COVID-19. While there has been some economic growth, it has 
remained anemic while inflation has soared. In times past, such condition would be called 
“stagflation” – but the economists are reluctant to place such a label on our current situation, 
contending that we have some economic growth, just not what is needed to stimulate the 
economy. 
 
However, the financial markets have mostly ignored the slower growth and 5-6% inflation – and 
have continued to set all-time highs with no slowdown in sight. Stimulus efforts and 
government transfer payments in the United States over the past year and a half have kept our 
economy humming and have created an artificial wealth effect among many citizens. Such has 
led many of our churches to experience financial growth in the midst of the greatest pandemic 
in over 100 years. The looming question remains as to how the U.S. economy will respond as 
the governmental stimulus begins to taper off over the coming months. While this question 
offers concerns for the future, it seems to have had no impact on the current run-up in the 
financial markets. 
 
We are closing the end of this year with a healthy balance sheet and a healthy amount of cash 
on hand. However, we anticipate a good portion of the cash being placed in the hands of 
borrowers in the next 3 to 6 months. Further, concerns still linger about a rising interest rate 
environment that could start as early as mid-2022. Should rates rise quickly, there is a strong 
possibility that new acquisitions and expansion projects will be placed on hold, as churches 
reevaluate their ability to fund such projects, particularly coming out of the COVID-recovery 
mode. 
 
As mentioned earlier, our churches, on average, have come through these first 20-months of 
COVID stronger than anticipated. Some of that financial strength came from governmental 
stimulus programs, primarily the PPP grants, while a good portion came from donors increasing 
their giving due to additional cashflow in individual households. Money that would have 
normally been spent on vacations, traveling, and other activities that did not occur due to the 
COVID lockdown was available for individuals to give to their local church. As churches rallied to 
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stay open, their donors stepped up and giving per capita went up, while the total number of 
givers went down. Although this was helpful in the short-term, a smaller giving base has 
created long-term concerns about the sustainability of charitable giving in the years ahead. 
 
According to most church observers, “doing church” has forever changed because of the 
pandemic. In-person only worship services are a thing of the past. Hybrid services, including in-
house attendees as well as various electronic media options, is now the norm. Churches that 
have not adopted such a model are almost bound to fail in the next decade. We now have even 
all-virtual churches with no physical location at all. While spreading the Gospel through every 
medium possible is critical to fulfilling the Great Commission, the “disconnecting” of church 
attendees with an in-person church body is concerning to many of us, both from a spiritual 
perspective, as well as a financial perspective. Those attendees who attend substantially all 
church services remotely are less consistent givers than those who attend church services in-
person. Because of such, many church projects planned for 2020 and 2021 remain on hold, 
pending a new determination of need and a close review of the ability to fund such projects in a 
post-COVID church world. 
 
As the Church Loan Fund seeks to serve our congregations, we are having renewed discussions 
about what now serves as distinguishing traits of a healthy church, both financially and 
spiritually. We are currently developing resources to point out the characteristics of a 
financially healthy church in hopes of helping our congregations stay healthy – and loyal to the 
Church Loan Fund!! 
 
Our hope is to stay nimble and ready to face new challenges as we seek to serve our borrowers 
with the same level of commitment and dedication that we have previously offered. Through 
the grace and help of God, we will be able to meet the challenge. 
 

Basic Statistics for 2021 

 

• Total assets of the Church Loan Fund as of October 31, 2021 were $45,684,162. 

 

• The outstanding loan balance as of October 31, 2021 for the Church Loan Fund, Inc. was 

$34,505,038 represented by 115 loans.   

 

• The loan portfolio is geographically diversified with loans in 27 different states and 

culturally diversified with at least 45 of our 115 loans being to non-white congregations.  

 

• The interest rate on the loans within the portfolio range from 5.0% to 8.75% with 18% of 

the loans at the 8.75% rate. We are currently offering rates on new loans from 5.0% to 

8.75% based on the financial stability of the church. 
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• The 10-month 2021 internal rate of return is 5.35%.  

 

• None of the loans in the portfolio have a maturity date greater than 10 years while 

approximately 28% will mature within the next 2 years.  

 

• There are NO loans more than 60 days past due.  

 

• Since the 2020 Fall Board Meeting, there have been 16 new loans approved, totaling 

more than $3.4 million (including advances).  

 

• Of the approved loans, five are waiting to fund, totaling $8,789,000 which includes a loan 

approved in 2020 not yet funded.  

 

• The Church Loan Fund is also consulting with dozens of churches, state offices and the 

denomination in an effort to provide financial and real estate guidance in areas ranging 

from church and state office budgeting, refinancing, to walking with them through 

foreclosure. These are situations not related to the Church Loan Fund portfolio. 

 
 

 
Challenges/Opportunities 

 

While we did not expect much legislative activity on church lending by the new Administration, 
we have seen very little legislation on any issues adopted so far this year. Logjams in Congress 
and a failure of President Biden to get any major social agenda items through Congress led to 
unexpected Republican wins in the 2021 November elections. Although the President proposed 
a $3.2 trillion infrastructure bill, the final version was greatly reduced to about $1 trillion and 
left out many of the President’s pet projects. Further, the new President has had a most 
difficult time getting consensus on budget legislation and his only hope seems to be another 
reconciliation bill that many predict will not pass until mid to late December. Needless to say, a 
lack of new legislation has been good for the economy – and for the lending business. 
 
Through our participation in the Denominational Investors and Loan Administrators association 
– and Art’s leadership of that group for the past three years, as well as our participation in the 
Church Benefits Association and the Church Alliance, we are able to have front-line discussions 
with policy makers that might impact our industry. Earlier this year, Art was elected to serve on 
the steering committee of the Church Alliance. The Alliance is made up of some 35-40 
denominations that work to assure that churches, and church organizations, are represented in 
legislative discussions with Members of Congress and the White House. Being a member of the 
steering committee of the Church Alliance has given the Church Loan Fund unprecedented 
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access to governmental leaders and decision makers – and gives us a seat at the table when 
issues affecting us and other similarly situated religious organizations are being discussed. 
 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

It is our hope that the information contained within this report offers you clear insights into the 
activities of the Church Loan Fund during 2021. We continue to give God praise for the 
strength, wisdom, vision, and insights that He gives us as we seek to assist and serve Church of 
God congregations and entities around the globe. 
 
Respectfully submitted to the Board of Directors of the Church Loan Fund, Inc., on this the 19th 
day of November 2021. 
 

 

Arthur D. Rhodes      Angie Conine  
Arthur D. Rhodes       Angie Conine 
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